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Early in October, once my novel was finally done and dusted, I pulled out my cards to see how the 
month ahead was shaping up. My heart dropped when I pulled Oizys as my theme: the Greek goddess 
of  misery, despair, worry and distress. It had been a dream run of  goddess cards, I admit. But "I am 
despair" had echoes of  "I am mortal" -- the card I pulled two months in a row when I was crawling 
through the worst of  my panic earlier this year. What became quickly apparent was the Universe had no 
intention serving a smorgasboard of  horrific events to undermine the slow-kindled hope of  the  winter 
months. Instead I was invited back into despair, to heal places I was ready to return to. Just to be clear, 
being invited back in, is not necessarily easy. The pain is still real. The events return with a new accuity. 
There is a long thread to it all, a way to see the way trauma begets more trauma, that is utterly heart 
breaking. However, you return to set yourself  free. And there in lies the gift of  Oizys, as rendered in 
the Red Seed oracle: you embrace trust in the process, where previously there was only hopelessness. 
 I remember having a brief  scan of  the years 1994-96 as I contemplated which year to set 
my novel in. A few bits and pieces flashed up, in Feb-Apr while I was doing my research. Nothing that 
signalled warning ahead. I recognised the traumatic heart of  my 20's flashing like a beacon from the 
years beyond late 1996 and considered the years before "safe". And therefore trusted it was okay to 
proceed. It's funny how safe is such a subjective word. And it's even more ironically funny that it was a 
Facebook memory from 2009 which undid me eventually. Not the music I was listening to constantly. Not 
the movies or the documentaries I consumed as I was writing. Not the fashion hangovers from the 90's 
still visible in episodes of  The Secret Life of  Us. Instead it was a memory of  a memory of  a memory.
 If  you belong to my mailing list, you'll already know the circumstances I'm speaking of: a dark 
haired boy, a forbidden love and an REM song that could stretch across decades to make it all real 
again. I believed writing that personal essay was the start and end of  it. It came, I saw, I conquered it. 
But because there is a little of  the mascochist in me, I took that trauma to a friend's mock counselling 
session (the same assignment I completed a year ago). When we were done, I went home, opened 
Pandora's Box (aka, the camphorwood chest my diaries live in) and started to read what I wrote at the 
time. My heart split open in a way I was unprepared for. The story with Nick was even more complicated, 
because back in 2015 when it came to light I had reshaped my memories about how we came to part 
ways, I hadn't read deeper into that journal. I realised even though I had a chronicle in my hand, it was 

incomplete at best. Instead, what I got to experience was how utterly fractured trauma made me and how 
I played it out as a young woman. A feral, angry part of  me wanted my time again, without the trauma 
dating back all the way back to 1988. On the dark moon, Hekate gave me what I asked for.
 Sitting in the bottom of  the shower, dark and wet, she simply told me that on the night of  
September 12th 1989, the boy in question, did not attend the party I was at. Then she told me to step 
it forward. What I realised in doing this, was how I had lobbed a bomb into the centre of  my life less than 
10 weeks after the original assault. A deep, deep part of  me believed I was unworthy and undeserving 
of  anything good. And so I destroyed my friend group with the first of  the unavailable men to grace my 
life; the boyfriend of  one of  my bestfriends. I was shocked. Prior to that, I'd never have considered doing 
something so terrible. I remember thinking: I don't have to confess I have feelings for him. And then 
when I had written it: I don't have to send this letter. But I did.  "Step it forward again," Hekate told me. 
So I stepped it forward, with my friend group in tact. With each step forward I experienced life without all 
the awful stuff. I enjoyed a relationship with my first boyfriend, not weighed down by my baggage. And 
this is where the truly unsettling part began. I know my first boyfriend married young. If  we'd stayed 
together, would we have got married? Would I have been married before my 21st birthday? And there, 
I saw two lives cleave from each other. And I didn't like it. The thing is, I am not unhappy with the life I 
have lived. I am not unhappy with the life I have now. Given the opportunity, I would not exchange it for 
another because the trauma shaped me into the person I am now. To choose the life without trauma is 
to not choose the life with it. And I have no wish to forgo my life. The part of  me that railed and wailed 
and thrashed, wanting better, wanting a life without trauma, settled. There was calm after the storm.
 The other unexpected healing came when I saw anew the hallmark destructive pattern of  
behaviour that dominated my early 20's. I wondered how on earth I would have pulled myself  out of  
that spiral. All I could see was the spiral worsening. And I came to a place of  peace with the abusive 
relationship I entered in late 1996. There is a part of  my journal where my boss says to me: you need to 
get out of  town. Several months later, a backpacker came along, I fell in love and seized the opportunity 
to follow him. It was a necessary circuit-breaker. Not necessarily the best, but it broke the pattern. Three 
years in a psychologically and emotionally abusive relationship broke me. But it also broke me free of  
the old me. I returned a different person. My light had gone out. The destructive patterns had gone too.
 And so, on the last dark moon, I sat in my driveway watching the barely crescent moon set 
and wrote an apology to Nick. It's 25 years ago, it would be easy to say, so what. Who cares? I knew I 
couldn't cut the energetic cords until I could accept my role in what happened. He's unlikely to read the 
letter. That wasn't the point though. Afterwards, I pulled the cords free and cut the thread that bound 
us. I woke up feeling lighter, having left behind the despair and the grappling that came with more than 
three decades of  trauma, of  which he was just one part. It doesn't mean I won't need to heal and shed 
another layer of  this trauma, but I won't have to return to the same place again.
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 �ovember

New Moon  
Friday 5th 97:15am (12° Scorpio)
Full Moon - Eclipse  
Friday 19th 6:58pm at (27° Taurus) - Eclipse
Sun into Sagittarius  
Monday 22nd 12:27pm

Mars in Scorpio all month 

Venus into Capricorn 
Friday 5th at 8:36pm

Mercury 
Scorpio  Saturday 6th/ Sagittarius Thursday 25th
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 �ovember  

Theme or Focus

Medicine Blessings

November;s  Narrative Shift
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 monthly energetic forecast  projects & ideas 

narrative shift
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Spread Date:

Decks:

6
45

8

7

9

3 2

1

10 11

Card 1 What joyful bonfire are you building and burning this month?
Card 2   How would a light-hearted approach benefit you?
Card 3 What does childlike naivete free in you?

Card 4 Where are you emotionally restless?
Card 5 What needs to be let go of  to invite in more spontaneity?
Card 6 How can you broaden your creative horizons?
Card 7 What candid discussions will facilitiate this?
Card 8   Who can you go on an adventure with this month? 
Card 9   What do they teach your about being carefre?

Card 10 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  the month?
Card 11 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  the month?

�enus in Sagittarius
Thursday 7th October to

Saturday 4th November
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Card 1 What joyful bonfire are you building and burning this month?

Card 2   How would a light-hearted approach benefit you?

Card 3 What does childlike naivete free in you?

Card 4 Where are you emotionally restless?

Card 5 What needs to be let go of  to invite in more spontaneity?

Card 6 How can you broaden your creative horizons?

VENUS IN SAGITTARIUS
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Card 10   What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  the month?

Card 11  What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  the month?

Additional Notes:

Card 7 What candid discussions will facilitiate this?

Card 8   Who can you go on an adventure with this month? 

Card 9   What do they teach your about being carefre?

VENUS IN SAGITTARIUS
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Spread Date:

Decks:

6
45

8

7

9

3 2

1

10 11

Card 1 What old magick are you ready to reconnect with?
Card 2   Who appears from the past perfectly suited for the now?
Card 3 What must you surrender to build a legacy this time?

Card 4 What mountain are you ready to dance atop at the end of  this transit?
Card 5 How can your new pragmatic authenticity faciliate this?
Card 6 Where do you thrive, when rooted in place?
Card 7 What fate-lines emerge to bring structure to your ambitions?
Card 8   Which areas of  your life lack structure? 
Card 9   What karmic patterns faciliate this?

Card 10 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  this 17-week transit?
Card 11 What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  this 17-week transit?

�enus in �apricorn
Friday 5th November 2021 to

Saturday 5th March 2022

(yes, you read correctly!)
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Card 1 What old magick are you ready to reconnect with?

Card 2   Who appears from the past perfectly suited for the now?

Card 3 What must you surrender to build a legacy this time?

Card 4 What mountain are you ready to dance atop at the end of  this transit?

Card 5 How can your new pragmatic authenticity faciliate this?

Card 6 Where do you thrive, when rooted in place?

VENUS IN CAPRICORN
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Card 10   What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the start of  the month?

Card 11  What defines the re-authoring of  my story at the end of  the month?

Additional Notes:

Card 7 What fate-lines emerge to bring structure to your ambitions?

Card 8   Which areas of  your life lack structure?  

Card 9   What karmic patterns faciliate this?

VENUS IN CAPRICORN
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 endings and beginnings  what no longer serves me

 physical acts of clearing

dark moon retrospective (Dawn) Saturday 4th - Monday 5th November
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What door got me here? What door is closing? What door is opening?

dark moon spread
NOVEMBER
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 new moon blessings  new moon wisdom

scorpio new moon
Friday 5th November 

at 7:15am AEST
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Spread Date:

Decks:

SEEDS of  SUSTAINED DETERMINATION

SEEDS of  AUTHETIC DESIRE

 SEEDS of  MAGNETIC RECEPTIVITY 

SEEDS of  SELF-EMPOWERMENT

SEEDS of  REBIRTH SEEDS of  HEART-LED AMBITION

scorpio new moon
Friday 5th November 

at 7:15am AEST
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Self-respect, what barriers stood between respect and me in April? 
Self-respect, how have I overcome those barriers?

Self-love, what does self-respect look like now? 

 the month of sagittarius
Monday 22nd November - Tuesday 21st December

a concluding conversation with self-respect

What are my main sources of  fuel now?
How do I energise myself  in sustainable ways?
What do I prioritise now that I haven't in the past??
How has my relationship to fire changed?
Where am I no longer afraid to say no?
Where am I no longer afraid to say yes? 
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In what ways do I publicly show more of  my true self  now? 
How is this evident in my day-to-day?
How is this evident in my energetic and spiritual practices?
What healing journey or self  exploration is calling to me?

What values are front and centre now, self-respect?
What can you tell me, self-respect, about these words:

joy
the horizon 

creative self-expression
enthusiasm

integrity
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a supportive self-respect ritual
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 full moon wisdom

What to celebrate

What to forgive

full moon blessings & gratitudes

taurus full moon
Friday 19th Nove  mber at 6:58pm AEST
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Spread Date:

Deck:

When do you feel most stable? What creates instability?Which part of  your life calls for more consistency? What’s the first step?

Where do you need more patience? What is the pay off  for less impatience?

Who can you enjoy time in nature with? When can you organise this next?How to embrace more affection? What does this look like?

What core values are you called to make a renewed commitment to?

taurus full moon
Friday 19th Nove  mber at 6:58pm AEST
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Card 10 Future - thinking

Card 11  Future - feeling

Card 12 Future - action 

Card 1/2   Old story

Card 3  
Past - thinking

Card 4 
Past - feeling

Card 5 
Past - action

 Card 6 
New Story

Card 7   Transition - thinking

Card 8 
Transition - feeling

Card 9 
Transition - action

Spread Date:

Decks:
�

he �
hoenix �

pread
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The Phoenix Spread was a gift from my spiritual midwife in early October 2017 when I began the next 
phase of  fundamental transition and transformation. I was struck with fear about what was ahead, 
based on the difficult and often traumatic time in 2016 which included separation from someone very 
important, the ending of  two best friendships, a descent into soul work that I was ill-equipped for, 
months of  insomnia that ended up leaving me housebound and the return of  my chronic pain. This was 
her gentle gift to help me navigate what was coming. And it helped me because like the 3 of  wands, I 
had something to navigate toward. I have returned multiple times to this spread, in times of  massive 
upheaval, or when I’ve been ready to shift, and each time I have tweaked it a little further as I got to 
better know its terrain and medicine.

This spread requires up to 7 decks and some space to lay it all out. In the past I have used:
• Head - two oracle decks (one for the head and one for the beak)
• Wings - two tarot decks (alternating their position on the wings)
• Body - an oracle deck 
• The tail - two oracle decks (including the one that formed the beak) and a tarot deck 

The last time I did the spread, I changed the right wing to represent an interim period that helped to 
transition from the old story into the new one. It appeared that there were certain steps that needed to 
be done in terms of  release and healing before the new story could come in. I noted that the top card 
and bottom card in the right wing (see where the black dots are) acted like an entry point and exit point 
from the transition period. It may be different next time I do the spread but I felt it worth mentioning 
here. Also, sometimes the triad of  thinking/feeling/acting can run horizontally through the tailfeathers, 
rather than vertically as per the spread. Trust your gut.

I return often to the tail feathers to remind myself  of  the challenges which are inherent in this phase of  
consolidation and the positive things which I am working to create and anchor.

From the original spread worksheet:
The phoenix is a mythical bird that immolates and rises anew from an egg hatched in its ashes. The 
phoenix is a powerful metaphor for the destructive and regenerative aspects of  change. I associate it 
with Pluto, which in transit through the heavens, can have a slow scorched-earth effect on the areas it 
moves across.

Even malleable and change-friendly souls can somethings find themselves at the mercy of  an old story 
that either prevents or perverts their best abilities to invite in and graciously embrace change. Conscious 
(or unconscious) clinging to an old story may stop the necessary surrendering to the process of  change. 
Or they may find that no matter how hard they try to invoke positive change the same circumstances 
are in a perpetual unchanging loop. This spread is especially designed to focus on a particular area of  
change the reader wishes to explore, rather than change as a general energy.

CARDS 1 + 2: The old story

CARD 3  Thoughts which anchor it

CARD 4 Feelings which anchor it
 

CARD 5 Behaviours which anchor it
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CARD 10  Thoughts to anchor new story

CARD 11  Feelings to anchor new story
 

CARD 12  Behaviours to anchor new story

CARD 6  The new story

CARD 7  Interim mental medicine for transition

CARD 8  Interim emotional medicine for transition
 

CARD 9  Interim actions to assist transition
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Card 1 How do you define power for yourself?
Card 2   What is essential for your expression of  power?
Card 3   What is essential for the evolution of  your power?
Card 4   What fears does power draw to the surface?
Card 5   What desires does power draw to the surface
Card 6 How/where do you anchor power in feminine energy? 
Card 7   How/where do you anchor power in masculine energy? 

Spread Date:

Decks:�he �rown �ecomes �er

6 7
54 2

1

3
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Card 1 How do you define power for yourself?

Card 2   What is essential for your expression of  power?

Card 3   What is essential for the evolution of  your power?

Card 4   What fears does power draw to the surface?

THE CROWN BECOMES HER
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Card 5   What desires does power draw to the surface?

Card 6 How/where do you anchor power in feminine energy? 

Card 8     Tending to what is painful

Card 7   How/where do you anchor power in masculine energy? 

Additional Notes:

THE CROWN BECOMES HER
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 1st - Sunday 7th
�ovember
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 8th - Sunday 14th
�ovember
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 15th - Sunday 21st
�ovember
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 22nd - Sunday 28th
�ovember
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 cartomancy thoughts  projects & ideas
END OF M

ONTH
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 physical health & wellnessnarrative shift
END OF M

ONTH
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 emotional health & wellness  mental health & wellness
END OF M

ONTH
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 creativity & self-expression
END OF M

ONTH

wealth, abundance & prosperity
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END OF M

ONTH

magick & ritual spiritual health & wellness
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 29th - Sunday 5th December
�ovember
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 cartomancy thoughts  projects & ideas
END OF M

ONTH
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 physical health & wellnessnarrative shift
END OF M

ONTH
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 emotional health & wellness  mental health & wellness
END OF M

ONTH
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 creativity & self-expression
END OF M

ONTH

wealth, abundance & prosperity
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END OF M

ONTH

magick & ritual spiritual health & wellness


